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the
first
progressed slowly and

at

missionary work among
the polynesians
baptisms were few but as the missionaries
learned the language and the customs of the people
conversions
began to increase
in the same way that new adherents from other
areas of the world wanted to migrate to utah many of the
hawaiian converts also wanted to go to zion but leaving the
4
islands was forbidden by their own government
church
their
leaders felt that the next beat step was to gather the hawaiian
members into one location in the islands
the first gathering
palaiwai
palawai
paia
iwai valley on the island
place was established in 1853 in the Pala
lalawai

polynesians

atkin

lia
noet
boat colorful and unique colonies founded in the
boet
the
tha
of lla
tle most
waa the
suates
wasteen part of the united states
settling of the western
slates was
polynesian settlement of loaepa
losepa
this community located about
loseca
seventy
seventyfive
five miles southwest of salt lake city utah in skull
was established and fostered by the church
valley tooele
thoele county waa
wae founded on august
waa
was
day saints
sainte
sainta
of jesus christ of latterday
it
latter
28
1889 after much of the great basin had already been

one

of lanai this island was originally rented from Haa
haalelea
lelea a
faalelea
friendly hawaiian chief but it was later purchased from him
hirn
and later a permanent
this area provedwas to be unsatisfactory on
gathering place
bahu
established at laie
the island of oahu
where the church obtained a large tract of land in 1865
5
even though a gathering place had been established for them
in their native land many hawaiians still cherished a desire to
go to utah to live with members of the church from other lands
and cultures
ana immigrating to
hawaiian&
ans
however
hawaiiana
in regards to Hawaii
1
problems
lemasi
utah church officials faced special prob
the climate
and surroundings in utah were so different from that of their
Hawaii ane
ana to
native islands that it would be difficult for the hawaiians
adapt to and be happy in the new area and 2 the hawaiian
government prohibited such migration
therefore the general
authorities ofcomethe church did not feel free to encourage the
to utah
islanders
islander to
wilford woodruff president of the
church saidt
at
canbe
cabbe truthfully stated that there has
it
goon
gaon
boon
been no encouragement given to the native hawaiian
people of our faith to migrate to this country
for many years many of them have been urging our
come
so the
theyy could comer
elders to arrange affairs ao
but
there has been a great reluctance entertained by
us concerning their coming as we know how great a
might prove to them co
to live in a climate
trial
it
so different in
and surroundings such as ours
every respect to their position in their native
islands 6
nopola
about 1867 a native by the name of napela
the first mic
sic
bic
elc
mormon
hawaiian to join the hormon church received permission from his
upon returning home
government to visit the utah territory 7
he gave such glowing reports concerning what he had seen at the
headquarters of the church that many other hawaiian members of
the church wished to have the privilege of going to utah also
two hawaiian boys arrived in utah with william king and
george nebeker as they returned in 1873 from their missionary
service in the hawaiian islands
mitchell brought J W
fred A hitchell

colonized
a9 many settlements in the great basin were colonized by the
day sainta
jesua christ of latterday
saints that brigham young
church of jesus
latter
who served aa
as president and prophet of the church
1877
1801
18011877
waa largely responsible for the selection
was
from 1847 to 1877 and wan
ia
of the aites
ellaa
ellea
altes and initial personnel of these colonies in
sites
as much for hia
he ia
for his
hla
hie
hia
remembered aa
is
hla colonizationqa efforts as ha
his
so many people had come to
an an ecclesiastical leader
work aa
utah and joined the colonization process that by the early 1870s
practically all the choice farm land had been occupied the only
was located in the iosa
loaa
lose
leaa
iese desirable or leaa
iasa
less
land left open waa
access
ablo
acceasable
accessablo
abie areas
able

1

result of the
the colonization efforts were a logical reault
missionary work which had been very important to the church since
now
up state new
founding in upstate
how york in 1830
hew
missionaries were
ita
its
ment
states
sent to various parts of the united statas
slatas and to foreign
gospel and gain adherents to the new
countries to spread the gompel
now converts
soon wanted to join with the othar
con veeta
others a
theam
verta
other
veela moon
these
theae new
faith
now members of the church gathered
sharing the same belief
beliefs
beiler a the new
to utah after the initial westward trek led by brigham young
many othera
mormon pioneers
ploneara
pion
eera arrived in utah in 1847
hormon
horman
others
the first
other a
fir at marmon
was all a part of the great gathering
followed later
this waa
movement believed by the mormons to be in fulfillment of the
1
in utah temples were being built in which
bible prophecy
ordinances necessary for sal
aal vation could be performed for church
salvation
sai

arro
arre

their kindred dead
aa
As missionaries were called to foreign countries and then
now converts back to utah with them
returned home many brought new
later in hawaii than in many other places in
thia
this process began maroon
1844
harmon missionaries were called to go to the
the first haroon
pacific islands
they were originally assigned to the sandwich
hawaiian
islands but circumstances led them to the austral
islands and the tuamotu islands 2 about
islands the society lalanda
six years later ten elders under the direction of hiram clark
among this
were sent to the hawaiian lalands
islands to open a mission
group which arrived in honolulu on december 12
3
was
1850
george Q cannon who later became an apostle and still later a
member of the first presidency of the church of jesus christ of
latterday
latter day saints
members
member a
mamber

and

me
mr
namoku was the
kaulainamaku
kauleinamoku
kaulainamoku
Kaulai namoku back with him in 1875
kauleinamoku
kaulainamoku
kaulainaooku
Kaulai
hawaiian mormon
hormon sent on a mission from utah
he served a
first
mission in new zealand from 1885 to 1889 a8

although the laws prohibiting hawaiian citizens from leaving

9

mon
tor some time exceptions
for
their island homes were not changed ton
were made and occasionally hawaiian members of the church were
eight
allowed to go to utah with returning missionaries
hawaiians
four adults and four children accompanied harvey H

lalands
islands
recently released president of the sandwich lalanda
as they returned to salt lake city
mission and elder JG knoll
kneil aa
knell
new paper article reporting the arrival
newpaper
on august 15
1882
the newspaper
stated
of these people further alated
there is
ia a law in the hawaiian kingdom which
prohibitsa natives from emigrating to other parts
prohibit
but in consequence of the
of the world
government of hawaii having proofs before them
that the only disposition of the community of
day saints toward the people is to benefit
latterday
latter exceptions
are made in the cann
cases of those
them

cluff

desiring to come to utah
1884 the hawaiian government revoked its
laws
about
prohibiting emigration by its citizens and the hawaiians wishing
so
to go to utah found it much easier to do go
generally they
travelled with returning missionaries and settled around war
springs in the northwest part of salt lake city in the old
newa
news
ews reported
Nine
ewa
hews
nineteeth
hineieeth
ninetieth
teeth ward for example the deseret evening aws
mornings
ings utah central train brought to
this norn
city elihue barrall
matthew moall
wife and
this
coall
barrell
ttall
two children
loy
ley wife and two
and fred beas
beesley
baas
bees
children from the sandwich islands where they have
been missionaries for the past three and one half
years
they were accompanied by sixteen natives
from the islands
10

the middle of 1889 about seventy
seventyfive
five polynesians had
gathered in salt lake city 11
the hawaiians did not assimilate weil
waii with the caucasian
wail
weli
wall
well
popluation in salt lake city
12
they usually obtained only
the low paying manual labor type of employment
they were
ware often
unemployed part of each year
none of them purchased or built up
businesses of their own and they found themselves in an
environment quite foreign to anything they had ever experienced
fion
gradually the need became apparent aoe
fior
foe a permanent location where
for
hawaiian could obtain year round employment and control the
the hawaiians
environment
in their own colony they could develop a setting
iho
much more like kho
the one they had experienced back in their native
quite possibly the efforts to gec
islands
got the hawaiians out of
get
the city were accelerated when one of them died of leprosy 13
one of the reasons the polynesian converts were closely
some of the very highest offices
looked after was the fact that soma
in the church were held by men who because of their pant
paat
paet
past
paal
pael
experiences were well acquainted with and sympathetic to the
george 0 cannon
aspirationsa of the Polyn
needs and aspiration
polynasians
folynesians
asians
asiana
by

in the first group of marmon missionaries to
igia went
1918
18381918
smith 1838
reach the hawaiian islands and joseph PF when
he was fifteen years
to the hawaiian islands as a missionary
men
nen learned the hawaiian language and were well
these two man
old
ana
ans
hawaiiana
hawaiians
acquainted with the customs and needs of the Hawaii
throughout their lives they felt a great love and a deep concern
man in return
Polyne sians
the hawaiians loved these men
for the polynesians
loeepa
ioaepa the hawaiian
joseph PF smith was affectionately called iokepa
when the polynesian colony in utah was
joseph
josaph
way of saying joaeph
ionapa in honor of joseph F smith
loeeta
settled it was named loeepa
george Q cannon served as the first counselor in the first
joseph PF smith
presidency from 1880 until his death in 1901
presidency from 1880 until
an second couaelor
oouselor in the elret
served as
first
president of the
fifth
the death of lorenzo snow 1814 1901
ame president of the churchan
bein
baia
became
church an
joseph VF smith then beiz
church
he haid
hold
hoid
hald
held until his death in 1918 throughout the tenure of
office
george 0 cannoa
cannob and joseph VF smith which spanned the period of
a special relationship existed
ad
existed
losepa colony exist
time the josepa
between the first presidency of the church and the polynesian
became the policy that when
church members and their leaders
it
Polyne sians
their
occured or aid was needed by the polynesians
problems occurred
bypassing
passing local
leaders went directly to the first presidency by
and regional church leaders
presidency of the church decided to
at any rate the first where
the islanders could live by
obtain land for a colony
themselves
caucasian church members would be appointed to
preside over the colony and to assist in the management of its
1901
1827
18271901

affairs

was

officials
process

to help ease the
assimilation
of the polynesians through givinga former
former
noall
matthew ttoall
missionaries special assignments
hawaiian missionary recorded
A number of hawaiians had emigrated to
this
country despite the law of their own land which
because of their racial
forbade them to do so
language and cultural differences they had great
difficulty in adjusting to their new environment
faultfinding and bickering were growing among
them
the first presidency of the church
smith who was
over the signature of joseph F
cou
couselor
selor to wilford woodruff called
then second counselor
me
we
to the task of comforting the hawaiian
immigrants and doing whatever could be done to
to live among our people
make it possible for them ts
to a more acceptable degree of comfort self
in this task fred
sustenance and harmony
beesley and fred mitchell joined with me
later
a returned missionary from
bush
char
iee
lea
lee C
charlea
charles
charies
hawaii was very active in the project
church

the order

had

endeavored

was a big one

it

stayed with

lesser or greater extent for some ten
years
the first big step was the removal of the
anu in a body to a ranch in skull valley
ana
Hawaii
hawaiians
hawaiiana
whera
ahera they could profitably engage in agriculture
harvey H
the little town of joseph was built
the
cluff was made president of the colony
bome natives built
church bore the expense and some
and were made comparatively
themselves houses
happy and seif
aalf sufficient 14
self
us

bo
to

a

roost
most suitable place on which to
in order to select the moost
locate and colonize the polynesians already in utah and those who
would come later a land selection committee was appointed on may
16
1889 by the first presidency of the church
consisted of
it
three men who had been active in missionary work in the islands
these three men harvey H cluff william W cluff and fred A
mitchell went to the polynesians residing in the warm springs
hitchell
area and presented to them the plan to purchase land for a
colony
the polynesians sanctioned the plan and promptly
appointed three from their own group to work on the committee
1
namoku
Kamak aniau and napela
kauleinamoku
kaulainamoku
ku george kamakaniau
15
laina
kaulaina
kapela
they were JW Kau
Kaulai
early in june the six men set out on their assignment and
ool
foi
following
lowing two weeks inspected numerous farms and
during the ooi
within a few days they
ranches offered for sale at that time
had visited and appraised various properties in utah
weber
cache and tooela
tooele
tofele counties
in recent times some people who have visited the area
ultimately selected for the colony have questioned why this
an the site for the islanders new home
location was chosen as
in
very little will grow without
the summer it is hot and dry
irrigation other utah valleys appear more productive although
in milder there than in the other places under
the winter weather is
consideration the winters are cold especially when compared
the first winter 1889with the polynesians native islands
1890 the islanders spent in josepa
losepa the temperature was very cold
and they suffered
in the context of the times and circumstances of the 1880s
perhaps skull
skuli valley offered the best situation available
in
great basin King
kingdom
dm historian leonard J arrington said the
his1 15w
57 this per
fo
following
I
period
iod in utah s
lod
ing of
mormon
bermon country
hormon
the prime economic problem of permon
in the late 1870s and 1880s was overpopulation
in every valley there were signs that the
continued flow of immigration and the natural
increase in population had filled up the land
young people were not able to find farms
older
people found themselves under
employed
underemployed
the
program
churchs
in these years reflects official
he deterioration in the ratio of
recognition of tthe
people to the land
projects to increase the

supply of irrigatable land were sponsored by ward
organizations here and
and general church oganizations
stake
to
there from blackfoot idaho in the north
mesa
arizona
in the south from manassa
to Sau
thern nevada in the
33uthern
cauthern
sauthern
colorado in the east bo
west available patches of land were reclaimed
from the desert and put in the way of raising
neq
mew settlements
new
hew
grains hay and vegetables
were founded in the little colorado and salt river
valleys in arizona and new mexico in the san
in the upper
southern colorado
luis valley ofvalley
gaoae
goose
in eastern idaho and gagae
snake river
greek
told at
creek valley in western idaho
all
harmon settlements were
least a hundred new marmon
founded outside of utah during the four year
1879
period 1876
18761879
in addition at least a score
or more of important new colonies were founded
within utah in such unlikely spots as the san
juan country of southeastern utah rabbit valley
wayne county in central utah and southern idaho
with the exceptions of the the initial
was the greatest
1851
18471851
colonization in 1847
it
H anoa
nnoa hillory
movewiait in mdrmati
locy
hidlory
hid
hiswry
llcy
his Lory
dingle colonization rooveiiieiil
canada and
eventually it spread to alberta
chihuahua mexico
bor
bar
for those who remained in the settled
poverty
and
problems
the
of
valleys
16
underemployment remained
thus those appointed to select a suitable place on which to
locate the polynesian church members were faced with many
although it was not the church policy to urge the
problems
only a few at
polynesian converts to go to utah some did go
goonly
as opportunity presented itself then later in larger
first
numbers
the new converts were caught up in the enthusiasm of
the great gathering movement to them this seemed to be a dream
come true
the islanders went to utah full of faith and with the
for
expectation that once they reached zion all would be well foe
tto wever
ilk
they encountered many difficulties
them
the life
however
style in utah was different and not many of the islanders were
able to obtain good paying jobs the land and climate as well as
the culture of those with whom they lived was different from
anything they had experienced in the past church officials felt
a special obligation because the polynesians had persisted in
maw
naw
nw that
their desire to join the great gathering movement
they were in utah they needed help in the assimilation process
many of their new neighbors welcomed them and offered any
assistance they could
there were always missionaries available
no
note
who had labored in hawaii and were anxious to help out
mote
nole
te
special call of matthew noall as related earlier some neighbors
feeling for
and
them
however
lacked understanding
misunderstandings between the newcomers and the older settlers
grew
the decision to buy land for a settlement for the
islanders was made the project would be financed by the church
A
large
but the location of such a colony posed a problem

accommodate such a colony
acconodate
amount
unt of land would be needed to accomodate
waa already occupied and
moat
noat
nost of the good farming land was
uno
too
Polyne sians
to the polynesians
available nno

and

not

the beginning the site selection committee obtainedwerea
in garm
nan chee
chea and other large tracts of land that
farms
ran
ranches
farm
of taema
ilal
liet
ilat
list
farmland population
because of the farmlandpopulation
eale
aale
sale
currently offered for saie
mast people who owned
aest
haut
test
at a premium haat
ratio good farming land waswant
to sell it and many who did not
farm land did not
fertile
therefore the committee found
own good land wanted to buy some
they needed to chose the best from
very few choice locations
locations which were available
committee chose to consider
the pieces of property the john
T
1
rich located in skull
the property of
included
hobie
liable
hoble north
7oosle county 2 the property of george 0 noble
valley goosle
tooele
county
proportion
faunty 3 the properties
thoele oaunty
and west of ET city also in tooele
men located three to five miles southwest of
different man
of nine grove
bome property owned by brigham
boma
pleasant
in utah county 4 some
young college in cache county
5 the property of AH cannon in
hay and skeen located next
bay
foy
and 6 the property of boy
weber county
to that of AH cannon in weber county
p areas
theam
the committee wrote a report and
theae
these
then
after visiting theap
thea
submitted it to the first presidency the first part of the
report gave the description of each place visited and concluded
with the following
having
saving
considered the advantages and
disadvantages of the various places visited we
have endeavored to note fully and carefully every
point worthy of consideration and now respectfully
recommendationsst
as our recommendation
offer the following an
the property of brother A H cannon we
think would not be suitable for the following
sones the quality of land in
reasons
rea
is not sufficient
in no water but that which may be obtained
there is
from
fco
in a strong belief
fro flowing wells while there is
that a good supply can be got from this source
there will not be enough to wash the mineral out
of the soil of which there is undoubtedly a large
an
amount
as in the
and will come to the surface
case at bear river city where
after cultivation
fuel
the mineral destroyed much of the land
will be scarce and expensive as also all kinds of
building material
foy we do not think
the property of skeen and boy
suitable at all
the locality visited in utah county affords
some advantages such an
as good fishing and bathing
the soil in some places in
facilities
is well
adapted to the culture of small fruits and vineal
yet a large portion of the land is
in of no value
except for pasture
the prices asked are high
considering the quality and the improvements

the land offered by G 0 noble near E T
so few desirable
city 700ele
thoele valley possesses ao
tooele
advantages
advantage
that we do not consider this at all
the amount for 5000 acres at 20 is
suitable
in
100000.00
10000000 and not to exceed one
fifth of it can
onefifth
be cultivated
with regard to the locations in cache valley
we thinkeither
keither
think elther
either possesses many advantages
the
thin
soil is good water plentiful the surroundings
desirable the social and religious influence all
deal
desi
desired
redl and we certainly hoped to be
that can be deai
able to decide in favor of this locality
local ityl but when
we consider the cost of the land
the expense of
making suitable improvements necessary for their
living and the support of the families the
accumulation of interest on the purchase without
the benefit of growing crops or increase from
stock to meet these expenses we have been forced
to the conclusion that they cannot be expected to
make the means to pay the demands within the near
rulure
futuree
the property in skull valley being 30 smiles
miles
grantsvillle
grantavillis
the nearest settlement
distant from Granta
villis
so far as social and
makes it somewhat isolated
yet it
religious considerations are concerned
possesses very many great advantages the cost of
the realty is
in 935.000
935000
includes a
635000
this
35000
considerable amount of personal property of value
and necessary to the proper conduct of the farm
together with the growing crops will amount to not
or 12000
lose
lesa
iese
leas than 910000
less
this amount
10000
deducted from the former makes the real cost of
land and improvements not to exceed 1350
13.50
1350 an
acre
the opportunity of securing any amount of
additional lands and extensive summer and winter
range cheap and abundant supply of fuel and
fencing
and extensive water supply
building
material easy access mild climate
mater
matel a large crop
cil
cli
nearly matured more than necessary to supply their
wants for the coming year
teams wagon harness
farming
implements
cows
chickens
pigs
everything needful for their support together
with the increase from stock if judiciously
managed
will enable them to meet the annual
payment of principal and interest
and in a short
time pay for the property
are
therefore we aure
alre united in the conclusion
aire
most available place on which to
roost
that this is
in the moat
locate the hawaiian saints 17
of the available choices the john T rich property was by
far the most desirable this ranch was a going concern with
ample water and fertile land reasonably priced and more land
nearby that could be obtained from the government
there was

ana has a large spring of good water
of mountains ano
capable of irrigating from fifty to sixty acres
and will water a large number of stock
the
winters are eaid
said to be milder than in salt lake or
sald
thoele
tooele valleys
the irrigation water supply is an exclusive
right to five small springs from the east range of
mountains which streams are conveyed in one
ditch this being the only running stream within a
radius of many miles and in amount equal to one
quarter or one third of the waters of city creek
in addition there are a number of large springs
on the property
one of which forms a fish pond
nearly one thousand feet long and from all
indications an abundant additional water supply
can be obtained from flowing wells
in connection
with this part of our report
we
would
respectfully call your attention to the fact that
nos
hob 17 20 22 27 28 29 32 33 and 34
nob
sections DOS
immediately adjoining the land owned by bro
rich
aee
ar
aeaa of the same quality as that now under
are
21
cultivation and are subject to entry
the land and improvements were priced at 35000.00
and the
3500000
horses and cattle on the ranch were to be bought separately
initially the cost of the livestock was estimated at 827500
8275.00
827500
but when the animals were itemized counted and sold individually
and the final arrangements made rich received 12279.00
for 129
1227900
horses and 335 head of horned cattle
A group of men belonging to the church
incorportated the
iokepa
losepa
iosepa agricultural and stock company in accordance with the
privati companies the church regulated
current laws relating to private
the financial affairs of the company through these men and others
josepa was bought on the
losepa
the church always paid the expenses
installment plan five thousand dollars were paid down and
seven notes payable to john
428571
4285.71
428571 per year for seven years
T
rich were endorsed by the first presidency each for the
amount of 9428571
94285.71
at the interest rate of eight per cent per
4285.71
428571
annum
the first note fell on july 1 1890 and another one each
succeeding july 1st
until all were paid off
the notes were
lat
ist
signed for the losepa
josepa agricultural and stock company by harvey H
cluff president and fred A mitchell secretary by order of
the board of directors on august 16 1889 harvey H cluff paid
john T rich the five thousand dollar payment and gave him the

and a
to be harvested
an abundant crop growing and almost ready bo
supplies of
mi
there were also cheap and abundant
mild
miid
id climate
of easy access teams
fuel and fencing building materials or
and cattle
farming implements
horses
wagons
harnesses
chickens pigs etc in fact everything needful for carrying on
everyday life in a& frontier town was available and all at a very
foodstuff when the crops
coat
thero would be enough
reasonable cost
there
thera
coal
for a year this was also a
were harvested to feed the colonists mou
to move
significant point
ali the polynesians needed to do wasproperty
all
ail
the only disadvantage of the rich
in and take over
mentioned in the report was the fact that for social and
the
isolated
religious contact this property was somewhat
Grants ville was thirty miles away
nearest town grantsville
from the
the isolation factor was mentioned in a letter
presidency of the church to william king who was then
first
after mentioning
president of the sandwich islands mission
the letter
numerous advantages of the skull valley property
conti nuest
continuest
continuist
slight disadvantage it is
in
has one alight
it
somewhat isolated from any other settlement of the
at present exists
saints church 11119miclui that
but possibly this isolation may in the near future
not prove so great a detriment in the development
of the colony as might at first be imagined 18
aleo
also expressed the trust and hope that
the first presidency alao
prove a success and become a
the skull valley colony would
mother colony after which others may be patterned when the time
comes for the gathering of the remnants of the house of israel
19
who accept the 03spel on the isles of the pacific
on june 20 1889 the committee submitted their report to the
presidency in which they said that after due consideration
first
tboela
tooele
they decided that the rich property in skull valley thoele
county offered the best
beal
beat
besl possibilities for the hawaiians and
recommended its purchase
the next day the first presidency and
decided to
members of the committee met and by unanimous vote
20
accept this recommendation
A
detailed description of the property bought for the
polynesian colony is
in included in the report submitted to the
first presidency by the land selection committee
the property of brother john T rich
consists of 1920 acres with twelve miles of good
substantial pole and wire fence 640 acres of the
and within the pasture
above is a school section
gor
mr
mor
tr
bor
for the balance 1280 acres he
enclosure
of the
rich has the government title
other lands there are 200 acres under cultivation
one hundred
with very fine growing crops
and sixty acres are situated about eight miles
from the farm on the foothills of the vast range
M

properly executed notes 22 the method by which the horses and
cattle were paid for is not recorded

all

the hawaiian saints to move to josepa
losepa
new
could go by train from salt lake city to
the
colonists
gar
garfield
field junction but the rich ranch was still another morty
forty
miles away the first presidency assigned members of the tholele
tholene
toolele
gac
gar
stake the task of transporting the hawaiians from garfield
field
junction and their belongings from salt iake
aake
lake city to their new
home by teams and wagons
after enjoying a feast on the evening
now

13

was ready for

Nine teeth and twenty second wards
served by the ninetieth
nineteeth
gar field junction the
forty five or fifty natives 23 went to garfield
fortyfive
morning
earning
they were met by teams and wagons and were taken
next mauning
eer
to grantsville
for the night
there the hawaiians entertained
Grants ville men
the next
the local people with a program of music and dance
august 28 1889 they were taken on to josepa
losepa
day
the place
oor
wag
kor
tor mons for the
waa to be the utah home of the polynesian mormons
was
that wae
president cluff proclaimed the day to
twenty eight years
next twentyeight
be hawaiian pioneer day and in the evening a special meeting of
prayers and speeches of thanksgiving was held
songs
hold
haid with the
hald
heid
august 28 was celebrated in
brethren from tooele
thoele participating
iokepa each year just as other utahna celebrated july 24th
iosepa
losepa
the
iarmons entering salt lake valley
anniversary of the first t carmons

of august 26th

IN

team
leam suera
teams and teamsters
stera
shera needed to spend the night resting before
returning to their own homes colonists and teamsters spent the
night of august 28 crowded into the limited accomodations
accommodations

this surely increased the desire to begin the
available
construction of homes immediately &S anxious were the colonists
to get things underway that a survey of the townsite was started
that first day by fred A mitchell assisted by francis M lyman
two days later it was completed
jr
in september the colony
emr
raw mill
bought a saw
biwin booth and
1497.75
149775 from a man named bawin
for 149775
will mer
employed him to operate it
24
mour
nour
bach block in the townsite was divided into gour
each
four lots and
was sufficient space in each
each lot was on a corner
there
mou
byor
emu
bior
fior
for a home a garden and a barn and corral facilities meu
for
lot gor
livestock the heads of each family cast lots for their building
lots if the site suited the person who drew it title to the
land could be obtained by purchase

josepa the colonists found it
after arrival in losepa
necessary to select a burial site
an elderly lady by the name
of makaopioipio died on september 15th cluff and a group of the
native elders selected an elevated plot on the northeast corner
of the townsite for the cemetery
sepas first
losepas
the next day lo
aboa
sion
sioa
sboa

funeral was held 25
As winter approached
josepa colonizers settled down to
the losepa
the serious business of building up their settlement and
producing a livelihood
livlihood in the wilderness of skull valley
the
crops
newly harvested
provided ample food supplies for the
following summer
colonists until harvest time at the end of the fiallowing
the first winter was very cold and difficult for the islanders to
endure
fortunately there was not much work to do during the
dealt part of the winter
cleat
coi deall
col
however
early the next spring
coldealt
preparing the land for planting meant busy time moc
for everyone
some of the hawaiians wanted to get back to salt lake city to
work
but they were needed at the colony in order to help make
the endeavor succeed
iosepa agricultural and stock company owned by the
losepa
the iokepa
church
held all the land and the livestock of the colony
except the lots of the colonists which had been purchased and the

the colonists
riding horses owned by individuals
received a daily or monthly wage from the company for their work
or through
necessities of life were purchaseda from the company
in the beginning bookkeeping system was used
officials
its
by which the workers were credited with work performed and
mou
fru
charged flu
this
for goods purchased without the use of money
system was used until after thomas A waddoups became president
shortly thereafter a scrip system was
of the colony in 1901
innaugurated doing away with the laborious bookkeeping system
A salt lake city printing house printed a special series of paper
loo
1.00
100
scrip in 5 cents 10 cents 25 cents 50 cents and 100
for their
denominations
this was used to pay the colonists
labor and in turn the colonists used it to pay for goods and
occasionally some of the colonists went to
services received
city to shop gor
the company endeavored to have enough
salt lake
mor
for scrip at such times
cash on hand to exchange nor
later as the
26
company became a paying venture cash replaced scrip
amme
amma
mma
aroe of the hawaiians were not happy in utah
before
experiencing the climate and nature in utah they could not
the bookkeeping
understand how difficult conditions would be
homesickness afflicted
system at losepa
loeepa
loseca was often unpopular
many of them especially when the weather was cold or hot or when
they had difficulty earning enough money to purchase what they
food
wanted
in hawaii obtaining things was much simpler
could be obtained from the sea and the trees much easier than in
A few became disillusioned
utah and fewer clothes were needed
when news of the
and wanted to return to the islands
dissatisfaction of some of the hawaiians in utahbygot back to the
the hawaiian
hawaiian government money was appropriated
ha4p
holp
help any of the natives who wished to go back to
legislature to haap
government officials
the disands
isands but could not afford tickets
and representatives went to utah to encourage the hawaiians to
return
the first eight hawaiians taken back from utah by the
27
hawaiian government arrived in hawaii on august 7 1890
it
josepa
was not noted
however whether these hawaiians left from losepa
or salt lake city
11390
1890 from salt lake city
in a letter written on october 1 general
stationed in san
hawaiian consul
to david mckinley
thats
francisco william A kinney stated uhalt
thal
that
the majority of the natives prefer to remain
in utah though many wish to return
none are destitute
or need be as times
were never better in salt lake city than now and
the body of
there is plenty of demand for labor
the natives are over in skull valley church
and only those are in salt lake
farming property
who have broken away from the commands of the
church
these of course are the ones who wish
to return the many others will probably avail
themselves of the chance to go home if they get
it who until that time do not wish to show
teams or

their hands to the church authorities

home

chem wish to return
tham
then
sickness is what makes them
who are
some are the old time natives
heard
thoroughly at home declared when they
goe
gor
foe
for them
that the government gowasto going to send they
would
jail before
that they would
while these in salt lake are not
comply
they dont get along very well and
destitute yet enough
money to return and they are
cannot raise
Legli slature
anxiously waiting the action of thegor leglislature
which they think will send enough for them to get

home on

edi
editoral
toral states
the editorial
syme
moemon
same
sama
sia
of the native members of the mormon
sie
church desired to come to this territory and
on their arrival
received permission to do so
they obtained work chiefly in this city
they
were well satisfied and other natives followed
them
but it soon appeared that they would not
rise above the ordinary laborers unless some
better opportunity than this city afforded was
found for them
several elders who had been
missionaries to the islands joined in the
formation of a company and purchased some land in
skull valley as a place for the hawaiian colony
weed
sd with
pleaseed
plea
pleasesd
seed
the natives removed there and were piea
please
fleaseed
the change
A
few of them
not more than ten or eleven
since the first arrival desired to return to the
one who had been exislands and went there
communicated
for improper conduct spread the
reports of the dissatisfaction of the colony and
thus the movement for an appropriation to take
them back was started
there is no destitution in skull valley
some
soma of those who have returned were improvident
same
and spent more than their income so that they ran
behind their brethren in the possession of
creature comforts
but they have all been
supplied with necessaries and some luxuries
through the kindness of the elders having the
matter in charge
so we learn
Hawaii ans
are doing very
the hawaiians
prop erous
properous
32
well and are contented and prosperous
in a letter written to wilford woodruff president of the
day saints
church of jesus christ of latterday
william A kinney
latter
outlined his efforts to help thirteen hawaiians leave utah and
return to hawaii
these efforts were being hampered by the
actual or perceicved statements of the church leaders to the
hawaiians to the effect
affect that it would be sinful for them to leave
mr
kinney
utah and if they did
that god would be displeased
didthat
asked president woodruff to explain the position of the church
regarding this
in response president woodruff thanked mr kinney for his
Hawaii ans then said
assistance in behalf of the hawaiians
moost that can be said in regard to
roost
the most
our influencing these people to remain is that our
people have encouraged them inasmuch as they had
come here to make the best of their situation and
to stay assuring them that if they applied
themselves to their labors they would be soon in a
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tan adults and
reported that ten
to ten years who were living
eleven
he had also heard
in salt lake city wished to return to hawaii
living at skull valley
that twenty to thirty of the hawaiianstwenty
one who said they
not all the
also wished to go back
one died
and others decided not to
wished to return made it
return in the end only thirteen of this group returned
A mr
thomas governor of
J- M goodwin was asked by arthur among
the hawaiians
the utah territory to investigate conditions
during his investigation W goodwin spoke
in skull valley
with charles william naau a hawaiian living in skull valley in
naau was ordered from salt
najul
response to being asked if he mr naaul
mald
maid
sald that the hawaiian
lake city to skull valley mr goodwin said
told him that all the islanders were ordered there and that
nobody could go to salt lake city or any other place very far off
goodwin aiso
mr
aloo said
also
unless they got a permit from the manager
that mr naau wanted to go to salt lake city where he could earn
but the president will not let me go and
cash and added
29
the manager watches us closely
me
goodwin felt that there were hawaiians in both salt lake
have been much disappointed and are
losepa who
city and josepa
very homesick
and if given full freedom would gladly return to
the more congenial climate of the sandwich islands except
possibly a few who have become fanatical in their religious
on

mr
kinney
4 1890
children from age one month

nov
inov

M

beliefs

30

governor of the utah
thomas
territory sent the report of mr goodwin to james QG blaine
from the deberal
US secretary of state along with an editorial
deseret
governor
20 1890
evening news
although
thomasa did not
hews of nov
on nov

21

1980 authur L

state his reason for including the editorial saying only that it
31 perhaps he wanted to present
relates to the subject
a balanced view of the situation
the editorial refuted some 0of
mr
goodwin

auch
such men as
the ideas and allegations presented by ouch
neq
new
hew printed an inflammatory article
and a dr carter
denver
the
1d
cer
caf
supplied by dr cap
carter
ter co
have been that governor thomas
could
it
questioned the truthfulness of some of the allegations and ideas
contained in the reports and wished to show the other view of the

situation

15

position of comfort
33

and comparative independence

sald
said
letter president woodruff baldg
PS As a further proof of what we have said
concerning our feelings toward those who have
returned we may mention the fact that when
saj
Sai
samuela
nuala kii
auala
kit
kil and lima and their families left this
kli
country to return to the islands a letter was
given to them recommending them to the kind
he was
attention of the presiding elder at laie
rale
lale
rals
lais
informed to this effect
they leave with our
we

in a postscript to his

feelings although

think they are making a
they should be treated kindly and be
mistake
given a chance to work if they desire it and not
34
be cut off
again in 1894
the hawaiian government sought to encourage
the hawaiian utah pioneers to return to the islands in march of
that year cecil brown an agent of the hawaiian government came
to losepa
insepa
loseca and offered to pay return fare to the islands for
some
same seemed
anyone who would forsake his utah home and return
inclined to accept the offer 35
on april 12
1894 fifteen hawaiians six adults and nine
from utah and boarded
children arrived by train in san francisco trom
a ship bound for hawaii on april 14
for these people
the
fares
were paid by the hawaiian government on the recommendation of
good

cecil

brown

36

from the
in august of 1984 the colonists received a letter
latter
hawaiian consul in san francisco offering free passage to hawaii
vo
to all who would go
37
to some of the colonists this was a
aouroand from their government a command they must obey others
con
aon
command
regarded their allegiance to their church as paramount
however

to

all others

the sunday after the consuls letter was received president
cluff addressed the people on the gathering of israel in the last
days a work that he said was then going on
ahem that
them
tham
he told chem
they were the first fruits of the gathering from the islands of
the sea and that they were under the dominion of the kingdom of
go
godd
the purpose of these remarks was to check the enthusiasm
that stirred the colonists and made some of them desire to return
to their island home
had a profound effect upon the
this talk
they unanimously gave up their desire to return at
colonists

this

time

short time later president cluff
muff met with the first
duff
presidency of the church to discuss what the policy should be
when some of the hawaiians wished to return to hawaii
the
presidency stated that any of the polynesians should be
first
free to return to their former home if they should so desire
hopefully they would leave with good feelings manifesting an
A

when the announcement
interest in the mission back in hawaii
to come and go as
was made that the hawaiian saints were free bo
tuo
to their
they wished some left josepa intending to enjoy a trip too

native islands at the expense of their former government 38
extened or
that year for an extended
that some did return to hawaii
permanent stay is indicated in a letter written by president
reports
cluff to the first presidency of the church somecluff notedwho
from the sandwich hawaiian islands that
of those
left
lospea
iospea and returned to the islands with the help 0of the
an
losepa
iosepa
hawaiian government already wanted to come back to iokepa
news
hawa
hews stated that a few saints
deseret evening hewa
article in the peseret
governments invitation to return to the
a 1 f an gsvernments
hawaiian
accepted the haw
islands and that they were now wishing they were back in utah
39
an soon as it was praticable
practicable
prati
cable
and would return as
during the latter part of september a group of sixteen utah
hawaiian pioneers who wished to return to hawaii was put together
government
hawaiian
considerable trouble to the
at
twenty six had been brought into salt lake
representatives
city but after arriving in the city ten changed their minds
consul general in san
this caused charles T winder hawaiian
in the future 1I would advise that the
francisco to say
government leave them the hawaiians in utah where they are
cb want
and as they
in that they do not know what they do
the fact is
are in need of nothing 1I consider that they are just as well off
40
as they would be in hawaii
the hawaiians felt more free to come and
from this time on
go as they wished
in 1898 the hawaiian islands became a
territory of the united states and thereafter its citizens could
during the years
travel freely to and from the united states
waddoups was president of the
1901 to 1917
when thomas A
ulo
to the islands but the number was
colony a few more returned too
tuo the
too
colony
comparision
comparition to the number who came over to
small in com
parision
never
rever during this time did the hawaiian territorial government
lever
bho
blo
attempt to persuade them too
to return to the islands 41
losepa
iosepa agricultural and stock company was to
the aim of the iokepa
luo
to grow sufficient
provide employment for the colonists and too
nno
noo
to produce
in addition they sought too
foodstuffs for the colony
cash crops to earn the additional finances needed for the colony
some of the necessities could not be raised on the land and had
purchased
to be purchsed
cash was also needed to meet the yearly payments
nno
noo
too
they were successful in
from the beginning
to mr
rich
producing sufficient foodstuffs for the colonists
at
in fact
times they had reserves enough to last them for two or three
wever the company did
years even in the event of crop failure na
however
tuo
when they
not begin too
to break even financially until after 1900
during
operated at a ious
lose
iosa the church made up the difference
loss
and ranchers in the united
states
farmers
the 1890s
experienced financial difficulties and those who bought livestock
josepa had no money with which
feed or boarded their animals at losepa
sepass
losepas
to pay the company what was owed
josepa
losepa
lo
this compounded
gradually as the colonists learned proper farming
problems

as every saturday afternoon is for recreation
leaving sunday for reverence and rest
the cash
saias from farm products last year amounted to
salas
sales
10000 besides which feed was raised for eight
fl0000
hundred head of thoroughbred shorthorn durham
to the company
the cash
cattle which belong add
tuo
to the
another q10000
10000 too
saias
salas
sales of the cattle

and ranching procedures in utah and as the economic situation
iokepa
josepa
losepa agriculture and stock company turned a
became better
the iosepa
peo
pro
to improve until in 1911 J cecil
profit
fit a conditions continued
sald
utah historian said
alter

moat
roost
successful individual
the most
colonization proposition that has been attempted
tbrmon
ttorraon people in the united states is the
by the armon
losepa
hawaiian colony at josepa
there are 1120 acres practically all in use
nore in
and half as much more
is being brought under the
magic wand of the hawaiian irrigator
coma
every hawaiian in the united states who had come
here to be nearer the marmon people was given the
move
novo into a house that
opportunity to go there and nove
was built for him and for his family
and work on
the ranch at good wages and have besides a large
garden patch for his own use
josepa is
in a story in itself
the story of losepa
suffice it to say that today the several hundred
folks there have water in their houses just the
same as we have in salt lake city
and a power
plant will sometime give them their electric
lights
their school and meeting houses are as
good an
as the best
and since they grow their own
beat
food and raise their own animals
they are better
in this
off than many farmers who have lived
mrman church
hrman
country all their lives
the arman
conceived the plan for them and the church made
passible
possible
its perfection
at a recent annual celebration there by the
ans
when president joseph
Hawaii
F
hawaiians
smith
governor wieban
dieban spry and other men of prominence
wrenzo
attended
lorenzo D creek a government indian
lrenzo
official from washington who was studying the
indiana in ttooele
indians
thoele county at the time rose before
tooele
the great hawaiian uniformed audience
after
having been shown all over the place
and with
much feeling said
my
friends if this is a sample of mormon
colonization work the besl
baat thing the government
beat
bast
best
of the united states would do would be to assist
them in every way possible
42
the yearly crop production and number of cattle fed
increased and financial and living conditions continued to
improve during the next few years
will QG farrell president of
iokepa agriculture and stock company was able to report in a
the losepa
iosepa
1915 pioneer day speech that iokepa
losepa
iosepa had

perhaps

of over a thousand
acres which furnished the bulk of employment for
the natives and the pay roll averages more than
one thousand dollars per month the year round
everyone receives his pay every saturday morning
a well watered farm

income

strictly

store serves
patronized by
every need of the
the big sheep farmers that winter their herds on
the range in the great american desert
now modern houses have been built
the
company not only sells a liberal village lot for
the nominal sum of 250 to the settlers but it
oost in
cost
builds the homes and takes payment at coat
monthly installments
hawaiians of means and
education hearing of this new home have sold
Hano
honolulu
hanolulu
luiu
lulu and have some here to
their property in nano
join us 43
ioaepa
in easy to see from the above report that by 1915 losepa
losena
ie
it
was on a firm economic foundation and was paying off financially
from then on the venture continued to make a profit until the
A

modern merchandise
colonists and is

colony was disbanded
twentyeight
eight
losepa
iosepa changed greatly during the twenty
conditions in iokepa
when the original pioneers arrived and
years of its existence
they had all been transplanted
for a number of years thereafter
into an environment and life alien to that which they had known
many of the things they had been used to doing and
before
they had to be satisfied
eating were now unavailable to them
with many substitutes
the great redeeming factor to them was
the fact that they were participating in the great gathering
movement of their church and were near a temple wherein sacred
ordinances could be performed for themselves and their dead
great sacrifices were made easier with their belief
ancestors
bard
lord
that they were obeying the will of the dord
many of the josepa
losepa hawaiians returned to the islands for the
they felt it
same reason that the first ones migrated to utah
was what their god wanted them to do
in 1915 president joseph
pF
smith
snith after returning from one of his frequent trips to the
hawaiian islands announced that the church was going to build a
ans
when this was announced to the Hawaii
temple at laie oahu
hawaiians
bahu
waddoups had
some of them said simply that they were going back
been told by president smith that if any of the hawaiians wished
to return to the islands it was agreeable with the church for
60
them to do go
the church would pay transportation expenses for
any of the colonists who could not afford tickets
waddoups
known of no time when the church officials advised the colonists
knows
as a group to return
the decision was left up to the
individuals but the church would help those return who wished to
do so
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the surrounding area resounds with the music of the
losepa
islands much as it did on festive occasions in josepa
flag
poles have been erected to fly the flags of the various islands
before they return to their homes these modern
represented
polynesians pull the weeds in the cemetery and fix the fence and
anything else around in need of repair
must be done each
this
year to keep ahead of encroaching nature
guided tours are provided at the reunions for those who wish
wi sh
more
wore about the area
to learn moue
cluff pond which served as a
swimming pool for the colonists is still there and filled with
some of the polynesians
water
in a favorite spot for all same
this is
kick off their shoes or sandals and jump in fully clothed for a
refreshing swim
others more inhibited wade near the edge or
dangle bare feet in the water
during the heyday of losepa
josepa
an baptismal font
swimming pool and fish
cluff pond was used as
long

saon
mon
won
son a group was ready to leave
their personal property
eo id back to the company at a price arrived at by two
was bold
boid
sold
disinterested persons
to the hawaiians there were some considerations that made
would be easier to
toothe
to the islands less difficult
it
going back to7the
to do ordinance work in the
collect the genealogy necessary
temple in the islands as that was where the necessary records
people and
A temple was being built for their
were located
they wished to participate and do all they could towards building
they had participated in the great gathering
and sustaining it
now

established a thriving colony in utah but
it was time to return to the islands
none of the hawaiians were left to help harvest the crops in
the summer of 1917 so waddoups had to hire white men to assist
ranch including the townsite
him in the harvest
that fall the company
45
for 150000
was sold to the deseret livestock
it
remains an integral part of their holdings today
the hawaiians had to work hard but in time they succeeded
they went back to their native
their victory was complete
and a church
islands and helped build the temple chapels
bale
college at balc
those who are fortunate enough to be the
lale
laic
laie
descendents of these polynesian utah pioneers should be proud of
their ancestors who took their place among the pioneers of other
countries in gathering to the tops of the mountains in the last
novero
Wo
vement
movement
ent and had

ago

pond

A

with a

always enjoyed by all and they return home
is
greater understanding and appreciation of the polynesian
good time

cultures

islanders

the josepa
losepa colony a success
edwin L kamauoha and other descendants of josepa
losepa are in the
process of establishing a non
profit organization to raise money
nonprofit
to build a monument in commemoration of the colony they plan to
strengthen the fence around the cemetery and fence an area to be
set aside for camping during the reunions thus although josepa
losepa
was forgotten for decades and allowed to deteriorate through the
ravages of nature once again it is remembered by many who are
certain that it will never be forgotten

days

after josepa was sold many of the buildings were moved away
traces of
while others were torn down and the materials reused
sepas uniqueness began to disappear and in a few decades
Io
lo
losepas
iosepas
bior
flor a while the
people in utah began to forget its existence
Waii
wall
wail
waiiduring
wwidering
during cattle
cemetery grew high with wuuub
wtsudii
caulie
caulle
cautle walked through
in recent years the gravestones and
tipping over grave markers
graves themselves have been repaired
the cemetery was first
by various groups from
re
then repaired and then refenced
fenced
fenced
boy scout troops 481 and 581 from
in june 1970
the church
gway
Dun
dunaway
dungway
utah participated in a special two day work project at
josepa
losepa
in july 1977 under the direction of stake president
a dedicated crew rebuilt heaps of stones
kenneth C johnson
repaired fences
cleaned the area and erected a special
identifying the cemetery and the unique
commemorative sign

and the

shall
itmeda
douds
dards
lords

who made

NOTES

paas in the
to pass

last

une
me mountains
uhe
the
that
of the leds house shall be established in the tops of the
mountains and shall be exalted above the hills
and all nations
and many people shall go and say
shall flow unto it
come ye
and let us go up to the mountain of the lord
to the house of
jacob and he will teach us of his ways and we will
walk in his
2&2
path
isaiah 2&23
2i2 3
in in fulfillment of this and other
is
it
scripture according to mormon
hormon doctrine
that
the converts from
the various countries of the world gathered to the rocky
hocky
saon
mon
won
mountains
son after joining the church these converts gained
a desire to go to utah where they could be with a large body
of
who
as
they did and where templs
others
believed
tempts were built in
which necessary ordinances could be performed fjor
mou
for themselves and
their kindred dead
although the church officials did not deem
1

settlement which it had served 46
for the past several years 100 to 300 polynesians and
losepa have returned each year to the
caucasians interested in josepa
most
day weekend reunions moat
mat
original site for Me
memorial
of them are
ast
marial
lyne slans
polynesians
alans
about two thousand W
sians live in utah now but
from utah
some come
from hawaii and from their homes in far flung states
most of
where they have moved to follow their chosen careers
these people camp out on the site for two or three nights
special programs and meetings are held to
during these reunions
comme
commemorate
elch
commenorate
redffirm
norate the occasion entertain each
redf firm
reaffirm
eich other and to reaf
commenordte
norale
the faith that brought the original polynesian pioneers there

little

and

come

days

it
new

lat

wise to urge the hawaiians to gather to utah many of the
polynesian converts also gained a desire to join this
movement
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listed the names of those who arrived with the first group
has not been
there are the names of fifty on this list
it
possible to ascertain which number is correct from any primary
source
the author is inclined to believe
the correct number to
belleve
bellve
belive
have been fifty because names are listed
perhaps when cluff
fortyfive
five he was approximating
stated the number as forty
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